
We sat down with Hugo Claria of 
Naitways, a Paris-based IT service 
provider company, to talk about 
some of the challenges of building 
a multi-tenant application on top of 
Kubernetes, including storage.

CHALLENGES

• As a hosting company, Naitways must be able to instantly scale to meet customer demand. This is 
challenging for the many stateful services they offer like WordPress, Drupal, Joomla, MySQL, & Redis

• Most persistent storage options for containers don’t provide both high performance storage for 
applications like MySQL, and multi-writer shared volumes for WordPress, both hard requirements for 
typical hosting customers

SOLUTION

• Kubernetes and Docker container management platform for a scalable, easy-to-use container-as-a-
service offering and hosted web applications

• Portworx Enterprise for cloud native storage and data management 

RESULT

• Portworx enabled Naitways to increase revenue by offering an easy upgrade path for customers to 
purchase additional storage or backup services

• Portworx reduced Naitways’ time to market by allowing it to focus on building customer functionality 
since core operational requirements like high availability and backups were taken care of

• Portworx increased Naitways’ operational efficiency by automatically handling common failures 
that occur in a dynamic server environment like server failures and network partitions, resulting 
in Naitways’ customers getting a scalable website without having to manage any infrastructure or 
operating systems

Hugo Claria

Head of the Hosting Division 
at Naitways
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KEY TECHNOLOGIES DISCUSSED

Infrastructure – on-premises

Container Runtime – Docker

Orchestration – Kubernetes, Docker Swarm

Stateful Services – MySQL, WordPress, Drupal, 

Magento, Joomla, Redis

Can you first tell me a little bit about 
what Naitways does?
Naitways is an IT service provider company, based in 

Paris (France). Naitways is composed of two business 

units, the hosting business unit, and the infrastructure 

business unit. We were founded 10 years ago with 

one mission, to help and advise our client with their 

infrastructure, especially as they move into the cloud. In 

order to provide the best service to our clients, we have 

built our entire infrastructure ourselves from scratch. 

We have always offered a VMware based private cloud, 

but nowadays, more and more customers are asking 

for public cloud services. For these services, we are 

using Kubernetes. We now have around 30 employees 

and we look forward to hiring new talent in 2018.

Can you tell me a little bit about your 
role at Naitways?
I was employee #3 at the company. I started as a 

systems engineer but over the years, I was promoted 

to manager of the Hosting business unit. The Hosting 

business unit provides services inside the virtual 

machines while the Infrastructure BU provides the 

physical hosting layer. That is to say switches, routers, 

circuits.

Can you tell us how you are using 
containers at Naitways?
Yes. We’re doing two things with containers.  First, for 

our private cloud customers, we have built a Docker 

service for them managed by Swarm or Kubernetes. 

These are customers who have already purchased 

some infrastructure from us, but now they want to 

try Docker. For these customers, we installed Docker 

stacks managed by Swarm or Kubernetes inside virtual 

machines.

In addition, we are also building a shared public 

cloud infrastructure running on Kubernetes where a 

customer doesn’t have to worry about virtual machines 

or even containers. They can just run an application 

like WordPress directly. We have a provisioning portal 

interface that will allow users to provision software as 

a service.  

They can pick from GitLab, Nextcloud for file 

management and sharing, Drupal, WordPress, 

Magento, Joomla, Redis and a MySQL database as 

a service.  We provide this pre-packaged software, 

pre-installed on the computer instance, ready to be 

consumed by the customer. 

We are building a shared public 
cloud infrastructure running on 
Kubernetes where a customer 
doesn’t have to worry about 
virtual machines or even 
containers. They can just run 
an application like WordPress 
directly.”

If they pick MySQL for example, they don’t have to 

install it, patch it, upgrade it. We do all that.  They just 

get access to phpMyAdmin if they want, a public IP for 

access and they are ready to go. This is a click-and-use 

solution to facilitate our customers’ lives.
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We’ve also been able to use Portworx to easily 

implement customer upgrades as a way to expand 

revenue.  We have tiered pricing where the customer 

can pay for what they consume.  If a customer wants 

more backups or more storage, this is simple to 

implement via the Portworx API.

The other real business value of Portworx is time. We 

can get to market faster with Portworx than we could 

if we implemented everything yourself.  For instance, 

I love automated snapshots. I don’t have to code 

anything on my side in order to implement a snapshot 

or backup schedule. I think that you saved me four 

or five months with that feature. With Portworx, we 

bought ourselves time!

We did look at a couple other alternatives before 

settling on Portworx but those were not as mature as 

Portworx by comparison and we had problems with 

installation, maintenance, and performance. Ceph was 

also an option but implementing that would have been 

a lot of work because it just provides the basic features. 

Extending Ceph for our use case would have taken an 

additional four to five months of development.

The Kubernetes API provides 
a lot of management for the 
stateless services, but for 
volume management there 
is Portworx. That API-based 
management for our storage 
provides a lot of value to us as a 
service provider.”

What were some of the challenges 
you needed to overcome in order to 
run stateful services like databases, 
and queues, and key-value stores in 
containers?
One of the biggest challenges was lifecycle 

management. Once a customer is running in production 

with a stateful service, I have to think about managing 

all the operational tasks without downtime.  How do I 

launch my instance, how do I limit the resources being 

shared among the customers? What happens when an 

instance dies? How do I manage my backups?

The Kubernetes API provides a lot of management for 

the stateless services, but for volume management 

there is Portworx. That API-based management for 

our storage provides a lot of value to us as a service 

provider.

For example, we run an S3-like object store at Naitways. 

We use the Portworx CloudSnap feature to do a backup 

and restore from this object store.

Anytime a customer requests a backup, it is really easy 

for us to provide.

The real business value of 
Portworx is time. We can get 
to market faster with Portworx 
than we could if we implemented 
everything ourself.”
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LEARN MORE

Portworx is the cloud native storage company 

that enterprises depend on to reduce the cost 

and complexity of rapidly deploying containerized 

applications across multiple clouds and on-prem 

environments.

With Portworx, you can manage any database or 

stateful service on any infrastructure using any 

container scheduler. You get a single data management 

layer for all of your stateful services, no matter where 

they run. Portworx thrives in multi-cloud environments.

Contact us to find out how Portworx’s unique storage 

solution can deliver the availability, performance, and 

features necessary to minimize stateful application 

operations costs and improve revenue growth - 

https://portworx.com/request-a-demo

portworx.com
www.naitways.com

What advice would you give someone 
else thinking about running stateful 
services in production?
Don’t build it from scratch yourself! If you don’t have 

a large team of very good engineers, it is going to be 

very hard to build and bring support to these services 

yourself. Just like you wouldn’t want to build the 

Kubernetes API yourself, you probably shouldn’t try to 

build a volume management API yourself.


